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GETTING A GRIP ON THE
PHILOSOPHIES OF THOMAS AQUINAS:
A DEFENSE OF SYSTEMATIC RECONSTRUCTION
Russell Pannier al1d Thomas Sullivan

Because n1.any of Aquinas's most distinctive philosophical claims are embedded in theological works, in order to see what his philosophy comes to it is
necessary to do a great deal of extracting and reconstructing. A major school
of interpretation, however, cautions that such efforts are misguided, since
Aquinas' philosophy and theology are inextricably bound together. We
respond that some versions of this inseparability thesis are too strong to be
true and the remainder too weak to stand in the way of renewed efforts to
identify Aquinas' pure philosophical systems. Nonetheless, a good deal is to
be learned about Aquinas (and about other religious philosophers) by pondering the inseparablist challenge to rational reconstruction.

1. The Problem

Although distinguished logicians have pointed to Aquinas as a model of
rationality,l his philosophical arguments prove to be surprisingly resistive
to analysis. The root of the problem is that a high percentage of Aquinas'
distinctive philosophical theses are embedded in treatises devoted to
sacred theology. Since the principal aim of these works is to expound
Christian doctrine, Aquinas often does original philosophy the way a
plLysicist does original mathematics - only as needed. Instead of a continuous philosophical thought, the reader finds compressed fragments inserted
here and there into theological discussion. Assuming a certain background, Aquinas furthermore expects his readers to have a pretty good
idea where his arguments are truncated and where to look to find supporting material. Of course at this temporal distance, much of what might
have been fairly obvious to Aquinas' contemporaries may easily escape uso
To get a sense of what we are now up against we need only reflect on a
line in one of the famous proofs for God's existence in the Summa
Theologiae. 2 Seeking to show that there must be a necessary being, Aquinas
appears just to assume that if x is a contingent entity, then at some time x
will not exist. Critics correctly point out that the premise needs support.
Furthermore, there is not the slightest hint in the text of the Summa that
Aquinas realizes this. Aquinas, however, knows the propositiolL requires
justification; in fact he argues for it at length in his Commentary on Aristotle's
De Caelo et Mundo. 3 It would be helpful to us if Aquinas at least referred to
Aristotle's own argument. But, then, we now talk about evolution and
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non-denumerable infinities without referring to Darwin or Cantor - the
learned are supposed to know.
Once started on extraction and reconstruction of Aquinas' philosophical
arguments, it is natural to want to grasp his philosophy as a system or set
of systems. Having reached the bottom of one argull1.ent and then another,
a broader picture begins to take shape. The ultimate assumptions can be
grouped in various ways, forming one or more fOLmdations of bral1.ches of
pl1.ilosophy. The ll1.0re reconstructing of AquiI1.as' philosophy one does,
moving toward an ideal of grasping Aquinas' philosophy in terms of its
axioms,4 the easier it becomes to test a particular system for consistency, to
reforll1.ulate what needs reworking, and to do whatever else it takes to
make full use of what Aquinas has to offer.
Or so it seems to uso Distinguished interpreters of Aquinas, however,
often talk as if attempts to extract and systematize Aquinas' pure philosophy are completely misguided. In the Cambridge Companion to Aquinas, for
example, Mark Jordal1. writes:
Nothing occurs more spontaneously to a modern reader of Aquinas
than to ask about the relations between his philosophy and his theology, and no question is more misleading. To ask how his philosophy
is related to his theology supposes tl1.at he would admit to having
two separate doctrines and that he would agree that a doctrine is his
in any important sense. 5
After expanding a little on his theme, Jordan adds, Aquinas chose not
to write philosophy."6
And Armand Maurer tells us:
11

Everything [in the Summa Theologiae] is theologieal, even tlLe plLilosophical reasoning that makes up a large part of it. The water of philosophy and other secular disciplines it contains has been changed
into the wine of theology. This is why we cannot extract from the
Summa its philosophical parts and treat them as pure philosopl1.Y?

And Stephen Theron adds:
Aquinas was a theologian. He spoke of philosophers as an alien class
of Creeks and heathen. He propounded indeed the distinction
between truths naturally known and truths supernaturally revealed,
but these are aspects or moments governing 11.is entire outlook, not
separable parts within a composite system or body of doctrine. 8
And so it goes. Ever since Etienne Cilson was at the height of his influence some fifty years ago/ many experts on Aquinas have talked in ways
that strongly suggest the philosophy of the Dominical1. theologian cannot
be disengaged from his sacred theology or treated as an independent system. lO Others appear to allow that while it is possible to extract pure philosophy from Aquinas' works, it is worse than useless to try.
In what follows we will be arguing against this strong current of opinion.
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We agree with much the inseparablists hold. Inseparablists are right when
they insist that interpreters of Aquinas who talk as if Aquinas' philosophy is
more or less wholly contained in the commentaries on Aristotle, opuscula,
and other non-theological works are way off the mark. Aquinas' philosophy is indeed closely bound up with his theology. And we also agree that
Aquinas thought of himself chiefly as a theologian and that to understand
his thought the way Aquinas understood it, we must appreciate the theological structure of his theological works. But rational reconstruction of
Aquinas' philosophy is nonetheless both possible and necessary.
We propose to bring the disagreement into clearer view not by considering in any detail what particular commentators might have meant on this
or that occasion but by dealing with several possible theses the earlier
quoted texts suggest, beginning with the strongest and working toward
the weakest.

11. The Unqualified Inseparability Thesis
Taken at face value strong inseparablist talk often suggests the Unqualified
Inseparablist Thesis:
T-l. No propositions in Aquinas can be extracted from his sacred
theology and treated as pure philosophy.
WeH, let's see. Suppose we pick a claim C in Aquinas that is of interest to
us and for which Aquinas offers some warrant. It does not matter whether
C is about grass, gardens, goodness, or God. Since C finds warrant in the
text, it is supported by one or more sets of premises, where apremise set is
here understood to be just the statements Aquinas explicitly makes in support of C. We now separate the supporting premise sets into two classes,
dependin.g on whether or not th.ey contain what we will call an "R-sentence./1 An R-sentence is any sentence made up of two distinguishable
parts, a proposition and an "R-phrase/l indicating the proposition is warranted by divine revelation. It does not ll1.atter whether the R-phrase indi" or
cates the divine testimony is direct, as in the case of "God said
indirect, as in case of "The gospel of John has it that
or "Th.e couneil of Nicea proclaimed
" or "Pope Gregory wrote
or
"Augustine, proclaiming our common faith, says
As long as a
phrase implies that the subjoined proposition is acceptable, at least in part,
because it is somehow revealed by God, the phrase is an R-phrase and the
whole sentence, R-phrase and proposition, is an R-sentence. An R-set of
premises, then, is any set that contains as a member at least one R-sentence.
Non-R-sentences and non-R-sets are defined negatively as those sentences
and premise sets that fail to meet the relevant specified conditions.
Now we put to one side for the moment R-sets for the selected claim C.
This might leave us with no set at all supporting C. (We'H come back to
this case shortly.) Assuming for the moment that there is at least one nonR-set of premises advanced on behalf of C, we track the inferential
sequence of propositions within the set. We could go on to do the same
with more than one non-R-set of premises, but one is enough. for the pur/I

/I
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poses at hand. It is already quite evident that T-1 is false.
For there certainly is at least 011e claim C backed by at least one non-Rset. In fact, there are thousands of such C's and non-R-sets. Works such
as the Principles of Nature, On Being and Essence, On the Eternity of the World,
and commentaries on Aristotle's logical, natural, and metaphysical writings abound with arguments that do not rely on Christian doctrine for
their premises. A great many propositions in the Summa Theologiae also are
justified by appeal only to non-R-sets of premises, as is obvious from even
a little reflection on the most familiar material. Mal1Y argun1ents about
God's existence and attributes, about the nature of the human soul, about
the morallaw, and other topics stand entirely free of revelation. It follows
that it is possible to extract these arguments in the way described, and treat
then1 as pure philosophy. This is because they simply are pure philosophical arguments. After all, there is not an R-sentence in any of the selected
premise sets for the selected C.
Is there anything inseparablists say that casts doubt on the possibility of
carrying out the project as just described or renders dubious the clain1 that
carrying out the process results is the identification of at least apart of
Aquinas' pure philosophy? Well, as far as we know, no one denies that
the process we have depicted can be carried out. Inseparablists might
argue, however, that even though the depicted process can be carried out,
doing it does not amount to extracting Aquinas' pure philosophy.
But why should anyone take this view? Five reasons are commonly
suggested.
First, Aquinas thought of hirnself as a sacred theologian, not a philosopher, some insist. True enough. And Michelangelo thought of hirnself as a
sculptor, not a painter. Yet, Michelangelo finished more paintings than
sculpture. Nothing at all follows about the existence or extractability of
Aquinas' philosophy fron1 his concept of hirnself as a theologian.
Second, Aquinas did not write systematic accounts of philosophy.
Right again. One could wish that Aquinas left us comprehensive accounts
of his pure philosophy, works like Suarez' Metaphysical Disputations. But
he didn't. Instead Aquinas dispersed his philosophical thought through
commentaries on scripture, Aristotle, Boethius, and Dionysius, and
through theological Summae, disputed questions, and minor opuscula. Still,
it does not at all follow from the fact that Aquinas did not leave us compre11ensive works of pure philosophy that he "chose not to write philosophy."
For obviously one can write pure philosophy in a theological work, as one
can write pure mathematics in a physics book.
Third, Aquinas always worked up philosophical arguments for the ultimate purpose of explaining and defending Christian doctrine. Maybe,
though it often looks as if he is taking an interest in the philosophy for its
own sake. But even if all his philosophy is carried forward in service of
Christian doctrine, it still does not follow that his philosopl1Y cannot be
extracted and considered on its own terms. Think of the parallel case of
Bishop Berkeley. Berkeley's theological agenda comes out in the title of a
work largely devoted to mathematics: The Analyst; or a Discourse addressed
to an infidel mathematician; wherein It is examined whether the Object, Principles,
and Inferences ofModern Analysis are rnore distinctly conceived or more evidently
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deduced, than the Religious Mysteries and Points ofFaith. But while Berkeley's
ultimate purpose is theologieal, it certainly does not follow that his criticisms of the foundations of calculus cannot be extracted and treated as
pLlre mathematics. Mutatis mutandis, the san1e goes for Aquinas.
Fourth, Aquinas would not have even conceived of certain philosophical ideas unless he had constantly been meditating on revelation.
Probably. But again, nothing pertinent to the point at issue follows. For it
is not generally the case that if S would not have come to believe B unless S
had first believed A, that A is a warrant for B. Kepler saw our "spherical"
universe as imaging the triune God. l1 It is quite possible that Kepler would
not have made certain astronomical discoveries had he not been thinking
of the universe in Trinitarian terms. Still, Kepler offered empirical evidence for his positions. 12 Nobody thinks Kepler's clain1s about the constancy of the inclination of the planetary orbital planes are inextricably bound
to his theology just because he began with trinitarian ideas of the heavens
al1d might not have made his scientific discoveries if he had 110t begun
with those beliefs.
Fifth, Aquinas' traditional-sounding philosophical terminology is
altered by reason of this contact with sacred theology.13 But from this fact
too nothing immediately follows with respect to the point at issue. To
move from this observation about Aquinas' language to T-1 it is necessary
to show that Aquinas never uses traditional philosophical terms with traditional philosophical meanings. Aquinas, however, often uses traditional
pl1ilosophical terms in their traditional sense. When he says "A tl1ing can
act only if it exists," he certainly is not investing "exists" with some special
meaning he may give it in other contexts as a result of meditating on the
great "I am" proclamation in Exodus. Even when he uses the word "God"
he often means (or need mean) nothing more by the term than "first
mover" or "necessary being."
T-1 is thus clearly too strong.
III. Qualifted Inseparablist Claims
Though inseparablists often talk in terms that suggest T-1, quite possibly
they really mean to assert something considerably weaker. Much of
Aquinas' philosophy is developed in response to theological problems; it is
these theologically entangled ideas that cannot be detached and integrated into
a system of philosophy. And, it might be added, to systematize the philosophical material he brings on board when doing theology and dub it
"Aquinas' philosophy" is grossly misleading, because the end product fails
to include what is most central to Aquinas' philosophy.
In support of this idea, consider Aquinas on substance and accident. St.
Thomas often writes about substance and accident in ways that suggest he
is simply repeating Aristotle, but in fact Aquinas has ideas about substance
and accident that Aristotle never dreamed of, ideas forced on Aquinas by
theological considerations. Aquinas believes that the theological doctrine
of Transubstantiation either requires or strongly suggests the remarkable
idea that ontological accidents can exist apart from any underlying substance. The body, blood, soul, and divinity of Jesus Christ are somehow
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really present in what appears to be bread and wine, but the color and
shape before one's eyes do not reside in a subject: it is not Christ that has
these appearances. 14 In reality, there is no x such that x looks and tastes
and feels like bread; th.ere are orLly free-floating appearances, sustained in
existence by God. This ontology of substance and accident rests on
R-premises. It follows that if we want to give an accurate account of
Aquinas' ontology of substance and accident, we cannot separate his philosophical teaching from his sacred theology.
It is tempting to reply to this inseparablist argument by denying that
Aquinas' more startling claims about substance and accident are part of his
philosophy. Precisely because these extraordinary claims about substance
and accident rest on R-premises, they belong entirely to his sacred theology. And a reconstruction of Aquinas' philosophy cannot be faulted for
excluding parts of his sacred theology. But this reply to the modified
inseparablist claim is unsatisfying. After all, philosophers today often
characterize propositions as philosophical if they are general propositions
about reality. If a claim is philosophical, it would seem to be so whether or
not philosophical support is adduced for it. Furthermore, if not-P is a
philosophical proposition, so is P. But the claim that accidents cannot exist
apart from substances, often enough made by philosophers, is a philosophical proposition. It follows that the claim that accidents can exist apart
from substances is equally a philosophical claim. And so in general,
Aquinas' ontological claims cannot be dismissed as non-philosophical just
because they rest on R-premises.
A modified inseparablist position, then, might have something to it after
alle But what, exactly?
Let's try to be more specific with this version of a Qualified
Inseparability Thesis:
T-2

No proposition supported by an R-set of premises can be extracted
and treated as pure philosophy.

This is better than T-1, but still too strong. Consider a little further Aquinas
on substance and accident. As we have just seen, Aquinas offers theological
support for the contention that accidents can be subjectless. But he also
offers non-theological support for the proposition. Aquinas argues that
appearances to the contrary not withstanding, free-floating accidents are
not ruled out by Aristotle's definitions of substance and accident. The starting point of his philosophical defense of the coherence of the idea of subjectless accidents is the Aristotelian contention that being does not constitute a
genus. The details of the argument are here irrelevant. 15 What is important
is that the unfolded argument is purely philosophical; the premise set is a
non-R-set. Aquinas thus offers two lines of justification for believing that it
is possible for accidents to exist without a subject. One line of reasoning
depends on the revealed doctrine of Transubstantiation; the other does not.
So, anyone trying to piece together Aquinas' philosophy can take the second and leave the first to one side. It follows that we can extract pure philosophical arguments for positions that are supported by R-sets of premises,
i.e., positions deeply embedded in Aquinas' sacred theology.
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Th.e failure of T-2 leads naturally to another attempt to formulate an
adequate Qualified Inseparability Thesis.
T-3

No proposition supported only by R-sets of premises can be
extracted and treated as pure philosophy.

Examples of the unextractable might be contentions about the trinity, and
about creation ex nihilo.
Again, this is closer to the truth, but still not exactly right. First, R-sets of
premises often contain non-R-sets of premises. Take an R-set; strip it of Rphrases. The result may well be a non-R-set of premises. Ramanujan, the
great Indian number theorist, told his friends that the lion-God Narasimha
wrote mathematical formulas 011. his tongue. 16 Suppose Ramanujan introduced one of his strange theorems by saying: "Narasimha revealed the
proof that since
and - ' therefore the sum of an infinite number
of terms of the series 1+2+3=4... = -1/12." One disinclined to place much
stock in Narasimha might nonetheless accept the allegedly revealed proof
of the equation. Similarly, in the case of Aquinas, R-sets may often be read
as containing both a philosophieal argument for a position that stands
independent of revelation, exhibited by stripping off the R-phrase, and a
theological endorsement of the proof, packed into the R-phrase. Since
Aquinas often tries to find religious authority to back philosophical arguments, many passages in Aquinas embed non-R-sets of premises in R-sets.
A second reason for rejecting T-3 is that even if stripping off all the Rphrases fails to yield a non-empty set of philosophical premises for C, it
may nonetheless be possible to extract C and attach it to a reconstructed
system of pure philosophy. Ramanujun announces "Narasimha revealed
_ _-I'" filling in the blank with a hitherto unstated and beautiful equation, but no proof. Still, one might gather from other things Ramanujan
said at other times just how a proof for the theorem could be constructed.
Both the theorem and the (re)constructed proof would belong to the body
of Ramanujan's mathematics, though the latter would do so in a broader
sense. Much the same might be said of what Aquinas writes. Aquinas
sometimes offers only sacred authority for a position, as for example, the
claim that the world began in or with tin1.e. Furthermore, he believed the
beginning of the world in or with time could not be effectively shown by
relying on natural principles alone. Even so, it is possible to find support
for the position, not only in the writings of modern cosmologists, but also
in the works of Aquinas hirnself, by taking into account some things he
says about the impossibility of infinite multitudes. It is worth reminding
ourselves, in this connection, that even the best thinkers commonly do not
see the implications of their own principles. Russell and Whitehead's
Principia lays down as an axiom a proposition later shown to be derivable
from the remaining axioms. So, even if Aquinas supports a proposition
only by appealing to revelation, it may still be possible to extract the
proposition from its theological context and treat it as pure philosophy,
though of course the philosophical argument for it would be his only in a
sense analogous to the sense in which a proof of one of the Principia's
axioms from the remaining axioms would be Russell and Whitehead's.
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Third, even if Aquinas hirnself does not provide premises that might
be gathered into a non-R-set, it might be possible for others to do so.
Mathematicians often supplied proofs for unproved theorems
Ramanujun attributed to the inspiration of the lion-god. Even if the concocted proofs relied on mathematics Ramanujun hirnself had not developed, at least the theorems, and in a way the proofs themselves, could
still be regarded as belonging to Ramanujun's mathematics. We commonly refer to textbook accounts of geometry and classical physics as
"Euclidean" and "Newtonian," even though the accounts include many
supplements and corrections.
And so we arrive finally at an extremely modest Qualified
Inseparability Thesis:
T-4. If a proposition C can be supported only by appeal to sacred authority then C cannot be extracted from Aquinas' sacred theology.
This may be true, but it hardly matters. Nobody setting out to extract and
systematize the pure philosophy of Thomas Aqull1as has ever said that there
is nothing in Aquinas but pure philosophy. Of course many of his works are
filled with ideas for which no convincing, purely natural argLlffient can be
given. That fact, however, is insufficient to prevent us from going forward
with rational reconstruction of those large parts of his thought that can in
one way or another be understood in light of natural principles.

IV. The Value of Systematic Reconstruction
But is there really any point to extraction and reconstruction of Aquinas'
pure philosophy?
Stephen Theron warns:
One cannot take the one [truths naturally known] and leave the other
[truths supernaturally known] without modifying what one leaves
behind, and this is clear not only in his moral thought, but in his general metaphysics, both of which allow for enlightenment from
above. 17
But, there is no danger of injuring what we "leave behind," since we do
not literally leave anything behind. To reconstruct Aquinas' arguments for
God's existence it is certainly not necessary to take a scissors to the library's
expensive Leonine edition of his works. Aquinas' theology no more suffers damage as a result of extracting the pure philosophy than does
Newton's physics when his mathematical ideas are extracted from his
Principia.
Thomas O'Meara asserts:
To view the medieval Dominican as a logician or ontologist is to
begin in error and end in sterility, for the theme of his thoug11t is life
in the order of grace. 18
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But from the fact that grace is the theme, it does not follow that Aquinas is
not a logician or ontologist; what follows at most is that he is not only one
or both of these things. There can be no error in viewing Aqllinas as a logician or an ontologist, unless he is neither. But anyone who competently
argues about logical principles or ontology on the basis of principles accessible to reason is a logician or ontologist. After all, what else would it take
to qualify? Since Aquinas demonstrably argues about logical and onotological principles, either he qualifies as a logician and ontologist or he is
incompetent. Presumably, the latter alternative is not what his friendly
critics have in. mind.
It is sometimes further objected that systematization of Aquinas' pure
philosophy fails to honor the theologian's intentions. Had Aquinas intended to leave us a philosophy he would have done so. But he didn't. He left
us a Christian theology. Setting out on his behalf reconstructed systems of
philosophy runs directly counter to his intentions. This too, however, is
unpersuasive. First, it is far from clear that Aquinas would object to trying
to see what part of his thought comes to when an effort is made to understand the part in question in terms of naturally knowable ultimate principIes and derivations therefrom. But suppose he would protest this kind of
scrutiny of his thought. Why should this worry paralyze us? No doubt
one runs some risk of misunderstanding when ignoring an author's intentions, but often enough the risks are worth taking because we can learn
things the author never explicitly intended to teach. In Euclid Vindicated,
Gerelamo Saccheri intended to convince his readers that Euclid's was the
only true geometry; but with profit we n1ay read it with a view to seeing
how Saccheri managed (contrary to his intention) to make a case for the
consistency of non-Euclidean geometry. Kepler wanted to promote many
notions nobody takes seriously any longer. We can ignore his charming
idea that the spheres make music as we extract Kepler's three planetary
laws and move on toward the construction of our own world picture. It is
doubtful that Kepler frowns down on us from heaven, deeply offended by
our indifference to his intention to bolster the mystical elements in his cosmology.
Then, finally, there is the sort of protest lodged by Walter Principe.
To treat hin1 as a philosopher and to extract a 'Thomistic' philosophy
from the theological contexts in which Aquinas uses philosophy is a
disservice too frequently done by many professing to follow hirn.
The reason?
Divorced from its theological contexts, such a dessicated body of doctrine loses the force and vitality of Aquinas' thought and is at least
partly responsible for the current neglect of his teachings in many
quarters. 19
And yet, plenty of philosophers have been intrigued by the part of
Aquinas' thought he supports without any reliance on R-sets of premises.
Is the natural theology in Summa Contra Gentiles up to Book IV really a
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colossal bore? But even if an is "desiccated" and "lifeless" before we get
into the truths of revelation, we must at some point do our best to get a
good grip on AqlIinas' pure philosophy if only to understand weIl his
sacred tl1eology. After an, Aquinas' theology is distinguished by extraordinary effort to bring to the aid of Christian doctrine an that the human mind
can extract from the data of experience.

William Mitchell College ofLaw, St. Paul, Minnesota
University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota
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